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Responding to this paper  

The European Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA) invites responses to the specific questions listed 

in the ESMA Consultation Paper - Guidelines on asset segregation under the AIFMD, published on the 

ESMA website. 

Instructions 

Please note that, in order to facilitate the analysis of the large number of responses expected, you are 

requested to use this file to send your response to ESMA so as to allow us to process it properly. Therefore, 

please follow the instructions described below: 

i. use this form and send your responses in Word format; 

ii. do not remove the tags of type <ESMA_QUESTION_G_AIFMD_1> - i.e. the response to one 

question has to be framed by the 2 tags corresponding to the question; and 

iii. if you do not have a response to a question, do not delete it and leave the text “TYPE YOUR TEXT 

HERE” between the tags. 

Responses are most helpful: 

i. if they respond to the question stated; 

ii. contain a clear rationale, including on any related costs and benefits; and 

iii. describe any alternatives that ESMA should consider 

Naming protocol: 

In order to facilitate the handling of stakeholders responses please save your document using the following 

format: 

ESMA_CE_G_AIFMD _NAMEOFCOMPANY_NAMEOFDOCUMENT. 

E.g. if the respondent were ESMA, the name of the reply form would be ESMA_CE_G_AIFMD 

_AIXX_REPLYFORM or ESMA_CE_G_AIFMD_AIXX_ANNEX1 

Responses must reach us by 30 January 2015.  

All contributions should be submitted online at www.esma.europa.eu under the heading ‘Your in-

put/Consultations’.  

Publication of responses 

All contributions received will be published following the end of the consultation period, unless otherwise 

requested. Please clearly indicate by ticking the appropriate checkbox in the website submis-

sion form if you do not wish your contribution to be publicly disclosed. A standard confi-

dentiality statement in an email message will not be treated as a request for non-disclosure. 

Note also that a confidential response may be requested from us in accordance with ESMA’s rules on 

access to documents. We may consult you if we receive such a request. Any decision we make is reviewable 

by ESMA’s Board of Appeal and the European Ombudsman. 

Data protection 

Information on data protection can be found at www.esma.europa.eu under the heading ‘Disclaimer’. 

Date: 1 December 2014 

http://www.esma.europa.eu/
http://www.esma.europa.eu/
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Q1: Which of the two identified options do you prefer?  
 
<ESMA_QUESTION_G_AIFMD_1> 
Of the two options identified by ESMA, DATA would prefer Option 2.  
 
Option 1 would require a financial group with several depositary legal entities (included in the same group 
for the purposes of consolidated accounts) (e.g. in different member states) to have separate segregated 
accounts for the AIF assets of each depositary entity, which would create greater cost and operational 
inefficiencies.  
 
In principle, our members believe there is a distinction between comingling of assets held by different 
depositaries within the same financial group (for the purposes of reporting consolidated accounts), and the 
comingling of assets held by depositaries which are not in the same financial group.  
 
A financial group which provides depositary services in a number of jurisdictions may establish different 
depositary legal entities in each jurisdiction for legal and regulatory purposes.  These different depositary 
entities operate within the same group structure and therefore share cultural values, a common risk 
framework, an equivalent systems and controls environment, and are part of the same ownership struc-
ture.  
 
Therefore, our members do not believe there are any significant ancillary risks created by comingling the 
assets of such depositaries in the same accounts. 
<ESMA_QUESTION_G_AIFMD_1> 

Q2: Would you suggest any alternative option which is compatible with the AIFMD and 
its implementing measures? If yes, please provide details. 

 
<ESMA_QUESTION_G_AIFMD_2> 
Yes. Please cross refer to our responses in respect of Q4 and Q5. 
<ESMA_QUESTION_G_AIFMD_2> 

Q3: Do you have knowledge of the impact that each of the two options identified would 
have on your business in terms of restructuring of existing delegation arrangements in 
Europe and third countries? Please quantify the one-off and ongoing costs as well as the 
type of costs for each of the two options or any alternative option that you may prefer. 

 
<ESMA_QUESTION_G_AIFMD_3> 
Both of the options identified by ESMA would result in significant increased costs to our members, both 
one off and ongoing, which DATA considers outweighs any perceived increase in investor protection and 
which ultimately could be borne by investors. While it is not possible for DATA to quantify these costs at 
this stage, we do know that the extensive restructuring required to existing accounts and custodial ar-
rangements is indicative of the significance of the cost impact.  
 
Existing arrangements and legal agreements with each delegate (sub-custodians) will need to be re-
negotiated, resulting in significant legal costs for both parties. In addition, the transfer of assets to the new 
segregated accounts will incur transaction charges and potentially additional taxes relating to the transfers 
which in many cases will be borne by the investors in the AIFs.  
 
Options 1 and 2 create an increase in ongoing costs, due to the increased administration required to man-
age a more complex network of accounts. These will require firms to devote more resource to maintaining 
these additional accounts, performing significantly more reconciliations at each level of the custody chain, 
developing IT systems, and ensuring transactions are matched in the correct account by sub-custody 
delegates lower in the custody chain. In addition, increased fees (initial and ongoing) may be charged by 
sub-custody delegates in order to provide segregated accounts. 
 
Account opening fees are an example of where costs will increase.  More accounts will be required, there-
fore account opening fees would be higher overall.  Account opening fees cover regulatory checks for 
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example anti money laundering (AML) and know your customer (KYC) and IT set-up/connectivity testing, 
the costs of which would increase in a segregated environment. 
 
There is also a high likelihood of indirect costs and opportunity costs due to potential disruption of ser-
vices while AIF assets are transferred into the new accounts, e.g. while the assets are being transferred, the 
investment manager may be unable to place trades on behalf of the AIF.  
 
In addition, our members are concerned that the segregation requirements in options 1 and 2 could create 
uncertainty around the ability of AIFs to access some markets which operate omnibus account structures. 
<ESMA_QUESTION_G_AIFMD_3> 

Q4: Do you see merit in foreseeing a specific treatment for certain types of arrangement 
(e.g. collateral management arrangements)? If yes, please specify how your proposal 
would ensure compliance with the relevant requirements of the AIFMD and Level 2 
Regulation. 

 
<ESMA_QUESTION_G_AIFMD_4> 
We are aware that representative groups of other industry participants, such as collateral managers and 
prime brokers, do suggest options other than the two proposed options outlined by ESMA. If collateral 
managers and/or prime brokers are unable to offer the level of segregation required by ESMA in the final 
Guidelines, this could preclude AIFs from using, or continuing to use, certain collateral management and 
prime broker models. For this reason DATA sees merit in applying specific treatment for certain types of 
arrangements such as collateral management. 
 
ESMA should consider any implications, and should it, against the representation of those participants, 
decide to proceed with one of the two options proposed, make the implications of its proposals clear in its 
final published Guidelines. This should extend to the consideration of any transitional arrangements and 
the extent to which such arrangements are not deemed necessary after conducting a full cost benefit analy-
sis (CBA). 
<ESMA_QUESTION_G_AIFMD_4> 

Q5: Do you agree with ESMA’s approach to discarding the third, fourth and fifth options 
described in Section 5 of the CBA? If not please provide data and information that sup-
port your view. 

 
<ESMA_QUESTION_G_AIFMD_5> 
No. DATA believes that discarding options should be based on a clear understanding of how markets 
operate within Europe and beyond so that regulation does not prevent the efficient development of mar-
kets and the ability of European Funds to access these markets. 
  
The analysis under taken by other organisations indicate that options 3 and 4 provide equivalent levels of 
investor protection but require lower maintenance and less reconciliation, and as such offer a more cost 
effective solution for the AIF and its investors. The lower complexity of these arrangements also reduces 
the likelihood of errors when booking trades and apportioning costs. 
 
We would therefore urge ESMA to carefully consider all responses to its consultation in this context. 
<ESMA_QUESTION_G_AIFMD_5> 
 


